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What is the role of the ORC Researcher Representatives?  

• ORC provides feedback to the University by synthesizing 
opinions and suggestions from the researcher community

• 2 representatives to the Faculty Assembly and 1 alternate
• Representatives can suggest topics for discussion at the 

Faculty Assembly meetings
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What happens at the Faculty Assembly meeting?

• Mostly boring…

• We will report things 
relevant to the OIST 
Researcher Community

• Possible ORC goal: 
Have changes relevant 
to OIST researchers 
reported directly to the 
ORC rather than 
learning indirectly via 
Faculty Assembly 
meetings
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Relevant happenings at the most recent Faculty Assembly 
meeting: internal funding opportunities for OIST Researchers

• OIST must increase how much money it receives from competitive 
funding agencies. Two options are under consideration. Both 
expected to be implemented soon

1. All researchers: OIST will provide an internal grant of 300,000円
to anyone who applies for an external grant. Enough to attend 
international conference or purchase lab equipment. OIST will 
also increase assistance for grant preparation.

2. Externally-funded (e.g. JSPS) postdocs: Current compensation 
can be less than that of OIST postdocs. Compensation of 
externally funded postdocs will be raised to match OIST 
postdocs… e.g. via housing allowance. PRP changes already...
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PRP changes for Research Fellows

4.3.5 Treatment of Research Fellows
Treatment accorded to individual Research Fellows by the University may vary, depending upon the rules 
of their respective fellowship programs, as stipulated by their respective funding agencies. However, the 
following treatment may be provided (details shall be stipulated separately by the Dean of Research and 
relevant Division head(s).):

a) An air ticket from the airport closest to their latest domicile to that closest to the University, on their first 
arrival as a Research Fellow (one way, once, only available for the person himself/herself)
b) Costs of removal, upon their first arrival as a Research Fellow (only available when they select the 

removal company designated by the University).
c) Facilitation of rental housing (only available when they occupy an apartment to be designated by the 
University. Details shall be stipulated separately by the Vice President for Building and Facility 
Management.)
d) Relocation Support provided by HR Management Section
e) Utilization of facilities and equipment of the University which are necessary for the Research Fellows to 
conduct research (When a Research Fellow loses or damages the facilities and/or equipment of the 
University, as a result of willful or negligent behavior, the University may request the Research Fellow 
restore same to its original state or may assert a claim against the Research Fellow for damages.)
f) Eligibility to apply Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (KAKENHI).
g) Health Checkups offered by the OIST Health Center
h) Application of the Price List for OIST Employees when Research Fellows receives medical treatment at 
the OIST Clinic (applicable only for the person himself/herself).
i) Honorarium when Research Fellows engage in work as a Teaching Assistant at the University
j) Utilization of welfare facilities of the University (Those which are provided by Promotion of Mutual Aid 
Corporation for Private Schools of Japan are exclusive.)
k) Other treatment which the Dean of Research deems appropriate.

Relocation

Housing

Other
benefits
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Relevant happenings at the most recent Faculty Assembly 
meeting: gender equality and other issues

• Sabbatical leave: 
• Sabbatical leave of 6 months possible after 6 years employment as OIST 

faculty; pre-tenure years count
• Faculty must get approval from relevant Deans to make sure researchers 

under their supervision will be OK during sabbatical

• ”Stop-the-clock” policy for unit review: The same policies that apply to 
tenure review (e.g. 1 year delay after having or adopting a child) will apply to 
unit review

• Mothers’/Family rooms
• OIST responded to criticism of Lab 3 Mothers’ room with renovations
• Lab 4 will have much improved Family room for both men and women 

parents

• Reagent database: The Faculty Assembly approved use of a new database 
developed at OIST to help researchers find safety regulations for reagents


